Firetide Wireless Infrastructure Mesh Solutions

Wireless Video Surveillance

www.firetide.com/video.aspx
Firetide Wireless Infrastructure Mesh Solutions for Wireless Video Surveillance

Firetide is the world’s number one provider of wireless networks for video surveillance, delivering fiber-like bandwidth and extremely low latency to locations where network wiring is unavailable or too costly to deploy. Designed for maximum reliability and throughput, Firetide networks operate in hundreds of major cities worldwide, each supporting hundreds of live, simultaneous HD-quality video streams and smooth PTZ operation.

Going wireless reduces the need for installing fiber and significantly reduces the total cost of ownership. In addition, our mobility feature provides the same quality video onboard fast moving trains, subways, buses, and public safety vehicles.

**Most scalable**
With a full multi-hop mesh configuration, our wireless networks for video can span hundreds of miles and thousands of locations. In fact, at 340 miles, the world’s longest wireless video mesh network is a Firetide network.

**High reliability**
Firetide’s self-healing network with built-in redundancy provides instant link failover and load balancing eliminating single-points of failure and performance gaps.

**Multiple security layers**
Firetide employs multiple security layers to protect your network including end-to-end encryption, data encapsulation, VPN support, FIPS certification, and multiple levels of authentication and access control.
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